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Achievement
Demonstrate understanding of
mechanical systems.

Achievement with Merit
Demonstrate in-depth understanding of
mechanical systems.

Achievement with Excellence
Demonstrate comprehensive
understanding of mechanical systems.

Check that the National Student Number (NSN) on your admission slip is the same as the number at the
top of this page.
You should attempt ALL the questions in this booklet.
Make sure that you have Resource Booklet L3–PHYSR.
In your answers use clear numerical working, words and / or diagrams as required.
Numerical answers should be given with an SI unit, to an appropriate number of significant figures.
If you need more room for any answer, use the extra space provided at the back of this booklet.
Check that this booklet has pages 2 – 8 in the correct order and that none of these pages is blank.
YOU MUST HAND THIS BOOKLET TO THE SUPERVISOR AT THE END OF THE EXAMINATION.
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The candidate correctly names the force
and direction in which this force acts.

Correct working and answer.

Correct equation and evidence for
calculating the speed of satellite.

To get an Achieved, the candidate needs to explain that the passenger and the bathroom scales
are falling at the same rate, so there is no contact force between them.

Correct working and answer.

Incomplete working. For Achieved, the candidate needs to state a
suitable equation of SHM to calculate the maximum linear velocity.
For Merit, the candidate needs to have a correct equation with the
correct answer.

Incorrect explanation. For a Achieved, the candidate needs to states that linear momentum increases because of
the increase in cats velocity while falling or linear momentum increase due to an increase in vertical velocity. To
get Merit candidate needs to explain that that the centre of mass accelerates downwards and linear momentum
increases due to the external force (weight) causing an increase in vertical velocity.

Correct working and answer.

Incorrect explanation. For Achieved grade, candidate needs to state
that no external torques act or Lrear = -Lfront . For Merit grade,
candidate needs to explain that no external torques act so total angular
momentum must be conserved so rear half of cat must rotates but in
the opposite direction.

The candidate correctly states the angular momentum of the rear half of the cat. To gain higher
grades, they need to explain that the cat can change the rotational inertia of both parts its body
independently, cat can change the speed for both parts by changing its mass distribution, tucking in
the legs distributes more of the cats' mass close to the axis of rotation so angular velocity is greater
since angular momentum is conserved or vise versa. Correct calculation for the angular velocity of
the rear of the cat is required.
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The candidate correctly names the force and direction
in which this force acts.

Correct working and answer.

Correct equation and evidence for showing the
speed of satellite.

The answer clearly describes why the bathroom scales
read zero.

Correct working and answer.

For Achieved , the candidate needs to reference SHM equation. For Merit, complete
explanation that acceleration or restoring force is proportional to the displacement
and acts in the opposite direction to each other with reference to SHM equation is
required.

Correctly states that linear momentum increases because of the increase in cats velocity while falling. To get Merit candidate needs
to explain that that the centre of mass accelerates downwards and linear momentum increases due to the external force (weight)
causing an increase in vertical velocity.

Correct working and answer.

Incorrect explanation. For Achieved grade, candidate needs to state
that no external torques act or Lrear = -Lfront . For Merit grade,
candidate needs to explain that no external torques act so total angular
momentum must be conserved so rear half of cat must rotates but in
the opposite direction.

Incorrect explanation

